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“The Upside Down Kingdom – The Ragamuffin Gospel” 
 

Matthew 19:13-15 
 

The Gospel of Matthew 
 
Theme:   
The Kingdom of God is occupied by those who are stigmatized, ostracized, and marginalized. 
It is filled with people who can’t.  
 
Introduction:  
Is the issue one of demographic or position? The matter isn’t so much the demographic as much 
as the marginalized. In our preceding passage (19:1-12), wives are considered the marginalized 
and thus ostracized by the “system.” Here, it is the child.  
 
Outline: 
 

I. The setting – [anxious] parents were bringing their [unattractive] children to an [all-
inviting] Rabbi to pray over them (v. 13a) 

 
Perhaps these were the children of those who had been divorced and thus, marginalized. Or 
perhaps these were the children born out of whoredom. Either way, parents found in Jesus one 
who would receive them regardless. This makes the conflict even more pronounced.  
 

II. The crisis – the disciples were prohibiting them from pressing Jesus (v. 13b) 
 
It is important to remember that the disciples still reflected the prevailing attitudes toward 
marriage and children. These children might be doubly cursed by being the offspring of the 
already marginalized and stigmatized. This is the same “feeder” for the next paragraph. You 
have polar opposites at play with “divorced” women and the “Rich Young Ruler.” Not 
surprisingly, you have children caught in the middle.  The disciples were shocked by His answer 
concerning marriage, children, and wealth. Why?  Because we cannot accept our own inability 
to affect our relationship with God. The only answer we have is JESUS. 
 
III. The climax – Jesus rebukes the disciples and invites the children to come (v. 14) 
 
Jesus is acting counter-cultural. How many times have those who attended a church been put 
out, put off, or put away by the reception they received? How many times must we see the soul 
through the eyes of Jesus before we fully acknowledge that we are the marginalized and not the 
might, that we are the powerless and not the potentate, and that we are the slave and not the 
master?  
 
  



 

IV. The new setting – Jesus blesses the children (v. 15) 
 
The kingdom of heaven is made of such people. Who are these people? Is Jesus saying the 
kingdom is populated by infants and children? Or is He saying the kingdom is make up of those 
whom society would marginalize and deem unfit? Friends, this is why we call ourselves, “The 
Island of Misfit Toys.” 
 
What’s NEXT? 
To the believing: never forget who you were in Adam and who you become in Christ. 
To the unbelieving: unless and until you come as a child, you can never be saved. 


